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Disclaimer

Vaccinovigilance

Although I am a member of

the Federal Agency for Medicines

and Health Products (FAMHP), my

presentation might not reflect the

view of PRAC, EMA or the FAMHP.

My presentation is a personal

viewpoint and binds in no way the

organisations mentioned before.
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 Definition of Vaccine Pharmacovigilance

Vaccine Pharmacovigilance: science and activities
related to the detection, assessment,
understanding and communication of adverse
events following immunisation and other vaccine- or
immunisation-related issues, and to the prevention of
untoward effects of the vaccine or immunisation
(CIOMS/WHO Group on Vaccine Pharmacovigilance)

Introduction 
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 Terminology

– AEFI: adverse events following immunisation, 
without necessarily having a causal relationship 
with the usage of vaccine

– Immunisation: the process of making a person 
immune

– Vaccination: administration of a vaccine 

Introduction 

Vaccinovigilance
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Introduction 

 Prophylactic vaccines specific issues

– Usually administered to large groups of healthy individuals
– Some vaccines are mandatory
– Concomitant administration 
– Single-dose vaccine (No challenge/dechallenge)
– High vaccine uptake  incident cases of natural 

diseases
– Long-term immunological effects

Vaccinovigilance
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Introduction 

 Prophylactic vaccines specific issues

– Complex biological product
– Complex immunological response
– Changes and variability in the manufacturing process
– Genetic, demographic and other characteristics of the 

vaccinees
– Population awareness  spontaneous reporting of AEFI 
– Epidemiological changes induced by the vaccines

Vaccinovigilance
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This Module focusses on 
vaccine-specific aspects and 
unique challenges that should 
be borne in mind when 
designing and implementing 
pharmacovigilance activities for 
vaccines. 

Guidelines – GVP 

Vaccinovigilance
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Report of CIOMS/WHO Working Group 
on Vaccine Pharmacovigilance, Geneva, 
CIOMS, 2012

The working group's report covers general 

terms and definitions for vaccine safety and 

discusses the application of such 

harmonized tools in vaccine safety 

surveillance and studies.

This report also highlights case definitions 

for adverse events typically reported for 

vaccines.

Guidelines – CIOMS/WHO Working Group
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Guide on Methodological Standards in 
Pharmacoepidemiology

Guidelines -ENCePP

Vaccinovigilance
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Signals for vaccines 

 Data sources
– Spontaneous reporting, active surveillance, patients registries
– Literature review 
– Observations, experiments, data mining …

Signals = New potentially (or new aspect of) causal 
association

Vaccine  (set of) event(s) 

Vaccinovigilance
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Signals for vaccines 

 Management of signals
– Signal validation, confirmation
– Prioritisation (B/R)
– Signal assessment 

• Evidence on Epidemiologic and biologic plausibility
• Post-authorisation safety & efficacy studies (PASS & PAES)
• Mechanistic studies

– Recommendation for action

Characterisation of the causal association:
confirmed, rejected, further investigation needed

Vaccinovigilance
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 Standardised case definitions of adverse events are 
a key element for signal validation and evaluation as 
they provide a common terminology and understanding
of adverse events/reactions and thus allow comparability 
of data.

• Definition published by the Brighton Collaboration should
be used where available. 

• If a Brighton Collaboration definition is not available, the 
definition which is used should be carefully chosen based on 
scientific criteria and amenable. 

– Pandemrix: Narcolepsy
– Rotavirus vaccines: Intussuseption
– HPV vaccines … : CRPS and POTS ???

Signals for vaccines

Vaccinovigilance
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 A single report of a serious adverse event should be
processed as a signal only if there is a possible
causal association to the vaccine.

 The validation of a report requires adequate
information on:
- the vaccination date
- the clinical course of the event (time to onset, signs

and symptoms, results of relevant laboratory and
diagnostic tests, evolution, and treatment of the
event)

- medical and vaccination history
- co-medication
- details of the vaccine(s) administered (including

brandname, batch number, route of administration
and dose, site and route of administration)

Signals for vaccines: single reports

Vaccinovigilance
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Signals for vaccines: disproportionality

 Disproportionality analyses

– A statistical association does not imply any kind of causal
relationship between the administration of the vaccine and
the occurrence of the adverse events.

– Vaccines may require special consideration when applying
such methods.

• Intrinsic differences between vaccines and other medicinal
products

• The safety profile of a vaccine may differ substantially
within the target population

• Caution required after a safety alert

Vaccinovigilance
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Signals for vaccines: O/E

 Observed / expected analyses: strengths 

– Make best use of suspected adverse reaction reports.

– Observed vs. expected (O/E) analyses based on good-quality data can

optimise the utility of passive surveillance data.

– Allow determination of the strength of a signal for prioritisation and

further evaluation.

– Can help in communication of these data (particularly when serious,

rare reported events are well within an expected range).

• But
– Such analyses cannot exclude risks or determine causality

Vaccinovigilance
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Signal for vaccines: O/E

 Observed / expected analysis: limitations

– Observed

• The ‘observed’ number of cases (underreporting)
• The level of vaccine exposure
• The levels of diagnostic certainty

– Expected

• The background incidence rates

=> sensitivity analyses should be applied in statistical analyses around

assumed levels of underreporting, numbers of ‘confirmed’ and

‘non-confirmed’ cases.
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Signals for vaccines: HPV, POTS & CRPS

 Procedure: Article 20 
 Question: causal link between HPV vaccine and CRPS – POTS
 Population: young women vaccinated against HPV
 Methods

– Questions:
1.Review of data from clinical trials, post-marketing experience, 

literature
2.Review of the cases in clinical trials
3.Expected versus observed
4.Strength of evidence for a causal association: review of 

epidemiological studies, pathophysiology, biological basis of a 
possible causal association 

5.Needs for risk minimisation tools

– Response from the MAHs
– Assessment by PRAC (pharmacovigilance risk assessment 

committee)
– Conclusion and recommendation

Vaccinovigilance



CRPS POTS
N/dose distribution* 49/ 57,094 396 doses WW (0.086) 19 / 57,094 396 doses WW 0.033

Countries Japan: 40/6,998 367 doses  (0.57) Japan: 8 /6,998 367 doses  (0.11)

UK : 8/8,669 742 doses (0.092) UK: 10/8,669 742 doses  (0.12)

Republic of Korea: 1/2,278 546 doses (0.043) US: 1/711 072 doses  (0.14)

Risk periods 1 week, 1 year, 2 years  1 week, 1 month, 6 months and 1 year 

Exposure 75% of doses distributed are administered (published exposure data was used in UK)

Reported fraction Proportion of CRPS/POTS cases reported among all those that occurred within the risk period
(range: 1-100%)

Case classification
(safety scenario)

Best case:           confirmed cases 
Mid-case:            confirmed & unconfirmed cases
Worst case:         confirmed, unconfirmed & unlikely cases

Data lock point From launch on 17 May 2007 to 15 June 2015

RESULTS The observed incidence rate of CRPS or POTS following Cervarix vaccination is not 
higher than the expected rate for a range of plausible combinations of risk periods and 
reporting fraction, except for Japan in worst case safety scenario. 

O/E analysis for spontaneous data

* Reporting rate (RR) per 100,000 doses distributed 



CRPS: O/E analysis for spontaneous reports 

Region/country Assumed fraction 
of reporting

Safety scenario Risk period Results

Worldwide 2%
15% 
23%

Best case
Mid- case 
Worst case

1 week Observed ≤ Expected

2 years Observed < Expected

UK 10%
36% 
42%

Best case
Mid- case 
Worst case

1 week Observed ≤ Expected

2 years Observed < Expected

Republic of Korea 10% Mid- case* 1 week Observed ≤ Expected

2 years Observed < Expected

Japan 12%
71% 

Best case
Mid- case 

1 week 
2 years

Observed ≤ Expected

Worst case 1 week Observed > Expected**

2 years Observed < Expected
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Signal for vaccines: HPV, POTS & CRPS

 Limitations for the assessment

– Case definition  database queries

– Overlap of symptoms with other syndromes: SCF

– Incomplete medical histories: timing of events, diagnostic 

confirmation, absence of other causes, …

– Underreporting of cases (O/E)

– Limited epidemiological evidence

– Mechanistic process difficult to identify

 Conclusion (EMA)

Vaccinovigilance
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Signals for vaccines

 Epidemiological studies

– Epidemiological studies cannot establish causality as the 

circumstances under which they are conducted often are observational

in nature and therefore liable to confounding and bias (selection and 

information)

 Mechanistic studies

Vaccinovigilance
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• Vaccination is one of the most effective and widely used
public health intervention, whose benefits for individuals
and the community have been abundantly demonstrated.

• Importance of transparency and communication to the
outside world on the challenges, the signal management,
the risk assessment, the impact of the risk minimisation …
in the context of the benefits.

• “No vaccine is without risks but everything is at risk″
 Need to educate the media

• Misinterpretation of adverse health outcomes that are only
temporally related to vaccination will not only threaten the
success of vaccine programmes, but also potentially hinder
the development of newer vaccines.

Conclusions

Vaccinovigilance
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Recommendations

• Development and availability of database that can provide locally
relevant background rates of disease incidence are important to
aid assessment of vaccine safety concerns

• Importance of quality database and data linkage

• Improve reporting (passive/active surveillance) and acurate
exposure data

• Importance of case definitions for adverse events typically
reported for vaccines (CIOMS)

• Epi studies should attempt to deal with awareness bias in
sensitivity analyses

• Importance of mechanistic studies when association is detected,
especially between the (adjuvanted) vaccine and unexpected AE
for which the autoimmune aspect is unknown/challenged

Vaccinovigilance
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Contact

Federal Agency for Medicines and Health Products –
FAMHP

Place Victor Horta 40/40 
1060 BRUXELLES

tel. + 32 2 528 40 00
fax + 32 2 528 40 01

e-mail welcome@fagg-afmps.be

www.afmps.be

Vaccinovigilance
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